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Membership: Companies and National Associations
 ASD is the voice of
European Aeronautics,
Space, Defence and
Security Industries,
representing over 3,000
companies and actively
supporting the competitive
development of the sector
in Europe and worldwide.
 It has direct members,
active in 17 countries,
including 20 major
European companies and
21 National Associations.
 ASD members together
employed more than
884,000 people and
generated a turnover
of €230 billion in 2020.
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ASD’s Urban Air Mobility Organisation
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ASD’s approach to AAM/UAM
The UAM Committee deals with a triplet of high-level action themes that
ASD could undertake to help attain:
1. an aligned, and concerted, effort for safety, security,
responsible and sustainable innovation in AAM/UAM by all
aviation and mobility actors,
2. an integrated approach (ground and air) to sustainable urban
mobility, and
3. a proactive stance for public value creation that will enable
and nurture societal embracement of AAM/UAM.
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Evolution of air mobility perspectives 1/3
Transportation modes

Regional Commercial
Aviation

With the progression
of technological
advancements new

Automobiles

solutions could start
challenge/reshape

AAM / UAM

sub-regional or
regional

Railways

D

Advanced Air Mobility / Urban Air Mobility
between places previously not served or underserved by today’s commercial aviation

transportation air
modes as known
today
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Evolution of air mobility perspectives 2/3
Distinctive capabilities

…Technologies Maturity Increase will Open Up
New Architectures … and New Applications

Current Architecture Shaped Sector’s
Distinctive Competences…

• Current architectures leverage on the capability to properly manage
systems like engine, transmission and rotors

• New architectures leverage on brand new systems (e.g. electric motors, high
density batteries, autonomous functionalities) and in turn new capabilities

• Current architecture has clear limits and maximum flight speed, noise
and cost reduction

• News approaches open up extended applications no more constrained by
old limitations

Traditional aviation entry barriers are being eroded
Next slide
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Evolution of air mobility perspectives 3/3
Emergence of new players

competitive

The

and

collaborative landscape for
new

aerial

mobility

(AAM/UAM) is now quite
broadened in terms of:


industrial (cross-sectorial)

and


spatial applications
(urban, suburban, regional)

Visual depicting a sample only
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Urban/Advanced Air Mobility
Ready to serve society?

✓

How to safeguard
positive societal
impact?
Numerous and
transdisciplinary and
cross-sectorial
opportunities and
challenges
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UAM Study and White Paper 1/9
Launched in 2021 by the UAM-C of ASD
Profit-driven Business Model

Sustainability-driven Business Model
Key considerations

Triple Bottom Line

Product

Profitable
Business

Market

Customer Value Proposition

Societal Impact
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UAM Study and White Paper 2/9
Considerations for shaping societal impact

Product-Service System
Product(s)
and
Service(s)

Service(s) and
Product(s)

Product(s)

Service(s)

Servicization of Products

Productization of Services

Key considerations

• Triple Bottom Line
• Product-Service System
• Public Value Proposition
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UAM Study and White Paper 3/9

Key considerations

Nurturing AAM/UAM societal embracement

Innovation for
purpose

•
•
•
•

Triple Bottom Line
Product-Service System
Public Value Proposition
Mobility-as-a-Service

AAM/UAM
Sustainable Development
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UAM Study and White Paper 4/9

Examples of different perspectives for AAM/UAM
Framing the opportunities & challenges
from different perspectives

Urban Planning Policy
& Mobility Strategy
Citizens

(users & non-users)

Information &
Communications
Vehicle development
& production

Academia
Ground
Infrastructure
Aviation
Infrastructure

e.g. Air Traffic Management, Airports, etc…

Vertiports
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UAM Study and White Paper 5/9
Sustainability framework for AAM/UAM

Evolutionary enhancement to existing
mobility systems
Carbon neutral
Providing inclusive, socially acceptable,
and accessible transport connectivity
Leading

technological

and

integrated

mobility evolution, enhancing European
strategic leadership, and creating high skill
jobs
Technically safe and secure and part of a
trusted integrated transportation system
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UAM Study and White Paper 6/9

Approach for addressing the triple bottom line for AAM/UAM

The assessment of
environmental impacts of
products or processes from
“cradle to grave”
Provide guidelines for assessing
AAM/ UAM through Life Cycle
Analysis (LCA)
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UAM Study and White Paper 7/9

Addressing the triple bottom line for AAM/UAM: Life cycle analysis modelling aspects
AAM/ UAM End of Life
(EoL) management, e.g.
batteries, fuel cells,
reuse, etc.

•

•
Focused topic from the developed
triple bottom line approach

AAM/ UAM Use and
Maintenance (e.g. air
vehicles, ground
infrastructure)

•

Primary materials

•

Energy supply

LCA

AAM/ UAM
comparison and
complementarities
with other modes of
transport, e.g.
kilowatts-hour per
vehicle-kilometre or
passenger-kilometre
•

• AAM/UAM vehicles, e.g.
 Frame and propellers
 Electronics components
 Payload/Sensors
 Motor
 Power supply
•

New energy efficient
manufacturing processes

•

AAM/UAM infrastructure
construction (e.g. vertiports)

Where AAM/UAM vehicles will be manufactured
and then where they will be used/stored?
•

By which means of logistics is the distribution
and storage carried out?
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UAM Study and White Paper 8/9

Addressing the triple bottom line for AAM/UAM: the case of an air ambulance service
1
Identify Values

Carbon
Neutral

1.1

1.2

Electrical
or Hybrid
vehicles

Technologically
Innovative

Safe and
Secure

Reducing
fatalities

Enable on
demand

Evolutionary
Enhancement

Reduction of
travel time by
1.5-2 times

More
flexible

2

Broad Social
Benefits

Facilitate a
home-based
care system

Legend

Decreased
carbon
footprint

Evaluate Impacts

Reduced
noise

Improved
safety

3
Deploy & Monitor
Measures

Higher life
expectancy
/ Lifeline

Improved
availability

Operations optimisation
Revised ConOps
and battery
swapping

Efficiency and
technological
improvements

Decreased
costs

…

Lives Saved
Legal and
Regulatory
analysis

Time to
intervene

Location
accessibility

…

…
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UAM Study and White Paper 9/9

The SUMP-UAM Practitioner Briefing

Examples of new breed policies framing AAM/UAM

https://www.eltis.org/in-brief/news/new-sump-practitioner-briefing-urban-air-mobility

Extract from the Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2021/664 of
22 April 2021 on a regulatory framework for the U-space.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32021R0664

EU’s Drones Strategy 2.0
(expected end 2022)

ASD inputs to
the Drones
Leader’s
Group
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Key takeways

Turning AAM/UAM challenges to sustainable development opportunities
Main challenges to be turned to opportunities:
1. Societal Embracement: Without engagement and
co-creation with the public, and the local
authorities, to ensure that the AAM/UAM services
are understood, desired and demanded by citizens
(users & non-users) and local authorities,
AAM/UAM will not happen at the scale prospected.
2. Fragmented AAM/UAM Approach: AAM/UAM
efforts are not optimal due to lack of
transdisciplinary synergies as well as coordination
and cooperation among cross-sectorial authorities.
3. Funding and Research: There is not specific
AAM/UAM funding stream out-side of aviation
existing channels (e.g. ground mobility, Interreg), to
steer & drive transdisciplinary innovation.

Opportunities for sustainable & responsible action:
1. Societal Embracement: Create a dedicated European
AAM/UAM multi-stakeholder group that identifies &
implements recommendations from research and
policy studies to nurture societal embracement
through multilevel co-creation.
2. Fragmented UAM Approach: Steer alignment with
all key European stakeholders across disciplines and
sectors to ensure sustainable, responsible, safe and
secure integration of AAM/UAM in cities and regions.
3. Funding and Research: Expand funding scope of nonaviation instruments (e.g. urban mobility, city
missions and regional development) for articulating
the societal impact potential of AAM/UAM through
scientific and social practices evidence (e.g. lifecycle
assessment analysis and public co-creation activities).
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Thank You

Contact: vassilis.agouridas@airbus.com

